All the skin diseases in Ayurveda have been described under the heading of 'Kushta', which are further divided into Maha Kushtaand Kshudra Kushta. Kushta is a chronic disease that has substantial psychological and social impact on a patient's life. However the treatment options available in contemporary system of medicine are not much satisfactory. Therefore by screening of Kushtaghna dravyas from Bhavprakash Nighantu can give effective solutions for Kushta Chikitsa. The literary screening concluded that there are about 98 dravya (Herbal and Metal) are recommended as Kushtaghna, but their specific action is not defined on the basis of their Rasapanchaka. A literary review of the rasa panchaka is done to assess their probable mode of action. Samprapti of Kushta shows tridosha dushti (Vata and Kapha pradhana) and dushya are twak, lasika, shonita and mamsa predominantly, so the line of the treatment should be ushna, tikshna, Vata Kapha Shamaka, Rakta Prasadana mainly. The present paper is about to enlist the Kushtaghna herbal and metal dravyas mentioned in Bhavprakash Nighantu with their Rasa, Veerya and Vipaka, Guna and karmas for critical analysis, to assess their specific type Kushtaghna property.
INTRODUCTION
In Ayurveda, all skin disease has been described under Kushta. It is considered as one of the Ashtamahagada, Sahaja or Adibala pravrutta vyadhi. There are two types of kushta described in Ayurveda classics, Mahakushta into seven subtypes and Kshudrakushta into eleven subtypes. Ayurvedic herbs, which are relatively significantly potent, more suitable and having negligible side effects than available synthetic agents, provide a better therapeutic intervention. Along with medicinal treatment, Ayurvedic procedures viz. Vamana, Virechana etc. are being successfully practiced by traditional physicians since long to manage kushta vyadhi. Therefore an attempt is made to search out probable mode of action of Kushtaghna herbal and metal dravya mentioned in Bhavprakash according to Rasapanchaka. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

·
Methods
· The review of the Kushtaghna dravyas from Bhavprakash Nighantu for their Rasadi properties, Doshaghnata, Sanskrit names, Latin names and its Kushtaghna activity was done. · The PubMed, Ayurveda Research Database, and Google web search of enlisted Kushtaghna dravyas was done for its action on specific type of kushta. · The classification of dravyas on the basis of rasa, veerya, vipak, guna, prabhav, doshghnata was done. · Critical analysis of these dravyas was done to enlist the type wise effective Kushtaghna dravyas on the basis of their Rasadi properties, Doshaghnata.
Inclusion of Dravya
Dravya mentioned as Kushtaghna in Bhavprakash Nighantu from Haritakyadi to Dhatu-updhatu-rasa-uprasa-ratna-upratnavisha-upvishadi Varga. 
Exclusion of Dravya
DISCUSSION
It was observed from the total plants identified from Bhavprakasha Nighantu, that there are 98 herbal and metal dravya have been described having kushtaghna effect.Out of the above 98 items, 52 dravya have been clinically found having kushtaghna effect mostly on human model. It was observed that most of the drugs possessed katu, tikta, kashaya, madhur rasa, ushna veerya, katu vipaka and laghu, ruksha guna. Most of them exhibited Kaphaghna and Kapha-pittaghna property. Doshas like kapha, pitta and vata and dushyas like twak, lasika, shonita and mamsa are responsible for the causation of kushta which is of eighteen types. 2 Kushta manifests due to complex interaction of bijadushti, vitiated doshas and dushyas which cause several distinct types of kushta. In khapha predominant kushtha; guru, manda and snigdha guna of kapha increases so the dravyas having laghu, ruksha guna should be use in this type of kushta.
3,4
Tikta, Katu and Kashay rasatmaka dravyas shows kaphghna property. 5 Katu and Kashay rasa does the shoshan of drava padartha, lasika (ambu), kapha present in body, attenuation of mamsadhatu, dissolve shonitsanghata, protect skin and destroyes krimi which is etiological factor of kushtha. 6 As kapha and lasika (ambu) have sheeta guna; ushna virya being opposite does samprapti vigatana. Katu vipaka also helps to destroy lasika and kapha. Katu and Tikta rasa were mentioned as kushtaghna in Ayurved samhitas. 7 As a result dravya mentioned in Table 6 can be used in Kaphaja kushta.
In pitta predominant kushta; ushna and tikshna guna of pitta increases so the dravyas having sheet veerya should be use in this type of kushta.
8 Madhura, Tikta, Kashay rasa possesses pittahara property. 9 Kashaya rasa does raktavishodahn and rejunivate skin 10 . Kapha and lasika shoshana is done by Tikta rasa 6 . Therefore dravya mentioned in Table 7 can be used in pittaja kushta. Vataj kushtha possesses ruksha, laghu and khara guna 11 . So drugs having snigdha, guru and ushna virya may work well. Madhur rasa is vataghna, improves quality of rakta and mamsa, and alsoshows varnya effect 12 , so the dravya mentioned in Table 8 can be used in vataja kushta. In Vata-Pittaj Kushta-Gunja only; In Tridoshaj Kushta-Parad, Abhrak, Bol, Guggulu, Guduchi etc; In nutshell, after observing all the research articles, papers and thesis we concluded; out of 98 kushtaghna dravyas only 52 dravyas has been tested for kushtaghna activity, so there is chance in future to test other remaining dravyas. From all scholars' work it is concluded that Shodhana Karma followed by Shamana along with Pathya Ahara is found as a suitable treatment plan to manage kushta. In Shodhana therapy, maximum times Virechana procedure was carried out and it was found comparatively better than other Shodhana procedures. In Shamana Chikitsa, type wise kushtaghna dravyas and some Medhya Aushadhi should be prescribed along with to alleviate the disease triggering factors such as emotional stress.
Future Scope for Study
· Different type wise Kushta can be diagnosed on the bases of Dosha predominance and can be treated with dravyas mentioned in this article. · Pharmacological screening of these drugs can be further done to analyse their Dvidoshaja and Tridoshaja Kushtaghna activity.
